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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Major stock markets edged higher yesterday and into this morning, as
volatility simultaneously falls and many traders sit on the fence and await the
Federal Reserve later today. The VIX volatility index briefly fell to below $25
yesterday, currently sitting at $25.22. 
Currencies: FX was quiet again on Tuesday, and will likely remain that way for
most of today. Sterling has gained some ground this week however, bouncing
slightly after falling fairly significantly last week on Brexit drama, now back above
$1.29. FX volatility will likely pick up tonight and into tomorrow when investors
have digested the Fed and BOE releases.
Safe-havens: Gold is testing resistance at present, trading higher so far this
week and currently at the top of its range at $1,975. A more dovish than
expected Fed tonight would likely push the metal back towards the $2,000 mark.
Looking ahead: This evening we see the first of three central bank releases this
week, coming from the Federal Reserve at 19:00 tonight Irish time. This will be
followed by the Bank of Japan overnight tonight and the Bank of England at
midday tomorrow. Weekly Unemployment Claims figures will come from the US
tomorrow afternoon, with UK monthly Retail Sales on Friday morning.

This morning before market open in London, UK CPI (Consumer
Price Index) for August was released, coming in at 0.2% vs 0.1%
consensus expectations, showing the regions lowest reading in
over 4 and a half years. This is an inflation data point, and reflects
the change in the price of goods and services purchased by
consumers over the month, and then compared with the same
month one year prior.
The figure has been steadily dropping since its yearly-high of 3.1%
back in December of 2017, and is rapidly approaching negative
territory which has not been experienced in the UK since Q3 2015.
August's result was pushed lower partly as a result of the UK's
restaurant subsidy scheme which was introduced in an attempt to
support the hospitality sector in the region.
According to the ONS (Office for National Statistics), tumbling air
fares and a lower-than-usual increase in the price of clothing were
also contributing factors to the UK's lower August inflation.
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Inditex
Spanish multinational clothing company Inditex this morning
reported a strong set of H1 2020 (up to July) earnings results, which
came in at a beat of market expectations and have caused their
stock price to jump almost 8% in Madrid to €25.77. The shares are
now just 18% lower since the beginning of January.
Inditex, who are the owner of brands such as Zara, Bershka, and
Pull&Bear, saw a net loss of €195m over the six month period,
versus -€265m forecasts. Revenue was 37% lower than that of the
previous year, coming in at €8.03b vs €8.04b expectations, while
EBITDA was €1.49m vs €1.35m.
On a further positive note, the group's Q2, which ended July 31st,
saw a strong turnaround with a €214m net profit over the three
months compared to a stark €409m loss in their first quarter. Sales
bounced to -31% in Q2 from -44% the previous quarter, indicating
that the group is heading in the right direction despite up to 87% of
their stores remaining shut in May. 98% of stores are open in
September.

The Irish Business and Employers Confederation has called on the
Government to supply a further €6 billion to aid businesses in the
upcoming budget, claiming that the Government should run a €30b
deficit in 2020 in order to combat the existing crisis.
"The scale of the challenge facing us from both Covid-19 and Brexit
means that the economy will need ongoing support in 2021" said
IBEC Director of Policy and Public Affairs Fergal O'Brien, "The
Government has provided €20 billion in direct support to the
economy in 2020. As those supports are withdrawn, in the first half
of 2021, it is important that they are not all withdrawn at once" he
added.


